IGNORANCE / COMMON TRAITS:

- **Generalized** presuppositions about race and culture based on myth/stereotype
- **Isolation** from people of different backgrounds
- **Complacency** with remaining in circles that are comfortable and familiar to you

AWARENESS / COMMON TRAITS:

- **Genuine** concern about the conditions others face
- **Desire** to learn more about the interests and perspectives of others
- **Appreciation** for the importance of the multiethnic experience within the gospel community

INTENTIONALITY / COMMON TRAITS:

- **Time** spent together breaks down false assumptions and garners friendship
- **Mutual** respect, active listening and intentional investment
- **Initiative** to cultivate bonds with people in your circle of influence who are not like yourself

GOSPEL COMMUNITY / COMMON TRAITS:

- **Depth** of relationship that produces transparency and bearing one another’s burdens
- **Outdoing** one another in showing honor, rejoicing together, weeping together, etc.
- **Outward** demonstration of the love of Christ